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"(T)extasy: Bodily and Textual Transformations in Virginia Woolf's Orlando" 

 

The inexpressibility of the female body and the parallel improbability of a female text in 

Virginia Woolf's novel Orlando lead to a transference of body to text. If one assumes that 

Orlando has always been a woman, her unquenched desire for her poem would then be a quest 

for a female text, a female language that could express female desire. Body and text are 

interdependent, and interchangeable, and following the pattern which Cixous set some fifty 

years after the writing of the novel, both generate each other. Being written by an 

androgynous biographer, Orlando's body and text undergo a process of censoring and editing, 

which, nevertheless, renders them voiced, utterable. The male presence, the male voice is 

there to foster the female in its first steps of expression. Puzzled and shocked by the outcome, 

the biographer can finally do no more than accept this strange, veiled presence. What the 

reader is confronted with in the end is a text with all the symptoms of a hysterical body – the 

blanks, the gaps, the inconsistencies, and the sudden eruptions. The final merging of the two 

voices (the biographer's and Orlando's) and the two texts (the biography and the poem), 

indicated in the merging of the two times (the time of the narration and the time of the 

narrative), unites the joke (as the novel was originally intended), the biography and the poem 

all in one. The female body which has engendered the female text proclaims its hysteria, 

through a borrowed male language, and at the same time escapes it by transforming this 

hysteria into ecstasy. This "greater ecstasy" comes when Orlando is finally capable of locating 

it in the poem, which had for centuries been carried close to her breast. Written in "white ink", 

the female text is engendered by and engenders a female body. 

 

 


